Through the analysis of the research status, battle features and operational requirements on air-to-ground attack, the paper proposes a new air-to-ground attack path planning method. Firstly, the characteristic point calculation method is put forward based on the scheduled attack direction and weapon performance, then the trajectory point solving method based on characteristic point is put forward, subsequently proposes the time estimation method of combat units reaching trajectory point and muti-formation time cooperation method, finally the simulation result shows the effectiveness of the method.
INTRODUCTION
In modern war, using strike aircraft to attack ground target, can not only eleminate the effective strength of the enemy to obtain air domination, but also adjust oil load and bomb load whenever to implement flexible attack, therefore using aviation weapon to implement air-toground attack has become the important pillar when realizing strategic goal [1] [2] [3] . Path planning refers to find the optimal trajectory from the starting point to the ending point of moving object under specific constraint [4] [5] [6] [7] . At present, study on air-to-ground attack is almost based on the assumption that aircraft flies under terrain restriction [8] [9] [10] .
But actually, in many cases there is no terrain restrictions when acting air-to-ground attack, so it's not necessary to consider terrain restriction in this case. Based on this, the paper proposes a new air-to-ground attack path planning method, through which could quickly get the flying path of attack formation by taking into consideration the aircraft's combat performance and the ground threat's characteristic parameters, and meanwhile supports the time cooperation of muti-formation.
II. PATH PLANNING OF AIR-TO-GROUND

ATTACK
In this section, firstly the relative coordinate system and their relationship is introduced, then begins the research on path planning method of air-to-ground strike formation.
In order to describe easier, here uses g "R " , "R "    and O " R " to stand for the local coordinate system, space geodetic coordinate system and space rectangular coordinate system respectively. The base coordinate system ( a "R " ) can be obtained through rotating X axis of g "R " by A  .
The relationship between the above coordinate system can be expressed as follows: 
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A. Characteristic Point Calculation
The typical air-to-ground attack formation is consisted of main attacker, associated attacker, associated electronicjamming aircraft and escort aircraft, and in the planning path they keeps the fixed team formation. So the attack path of the attack formation can be determined by the path of the main attacker. In other words, the calculation of attack formation path can be simplified as the calculation of main attacker path.
Supposing the side view of strike path is as follows: In Fig.2 the whole path of strike formation is in the plane determined by takeoff base and scheduled release point, so in a "R " coordinate system, the Z component of Next, the paper will give the computational method of trajectory point under a "R " confirmed by the target. Before computing the coordinate of trajectory points, the scheduled bomb-release direction should be fixed.
Supposing the scheduled bomb-release direction is () 
Taking (6) 
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x , y , takes the one whose module is larger. V and V  means the speed and max climb (dive) speed respectively. 
Taking (7) into (4) Fig.3 gives the side view of air-to-ground formation strike path: 
B. Trajectory Point Solving Method
The objective function for trajectory point solving is constructed as follows: 12 min min 0 max 0   (11) Where 1 0   and 2 0   , also 12     ,  may take the minimum of all the X component of D  . In (12) . Bx means the X component of B .
III. MUTI-FORMATION TIME COOPERATION
PLANNING
The focus of muti-formation time cooperation planning is the takeoff time cooperation planning, it's aim is to make sure multiple formation arrive the scheduled place synchronously and strengthen the suddenness of strike, so that the enemy don't have enough time to make plan for defense and then the strike effect is improved. According to the proposed strike path, the muti-formation time cooperation planning is to coordinate the takeoff time to make sure they arrive D  at the same time.
According to the scheduled fly path, the arrival time of any single formation to any trajectory point can be estimated approximately. If the strike formation keeps the constant speed V in the whole stage, the arrival time for point i is 
IV. EXAMPLE
Now carries on the simulation of scenario Table 1-3  based on the proposed path planning method , where Table  1 gives the position information of target and it's ambient warning radar, Table 2 gives the main performance parameter of warning radar, Table 3 gives the related parameter of the two strike formation. Fig.4 gives the two formation trajectory under the target-determined g "R " , it can be concluded from Fig.4 that the actual trajectory is in accordance with the assumed trajectory, the trajectory is smooth and so easy to carry out；Fig.5 gives the time distribution figure of the two formation arrive at the trajectory point after time cooperation, it can be concluded that the time cooperation method can not only fulfill the time cooperation of each formation, but also can obtain the time to other trajectory point, clearly the two formation strike time profile is shown.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The paper firstly analyze the characteristics and demand of the modern air-to-ground strike as well as the deficiency of the existing path planning method, then proposes a new path planning method focused as path planning and time cooperation. Finally, carries out a simulation based on a designed scenario, the result proves the effectiveness of the method.
